Adaptive mesh optimization and nonrigid motion recovery based image registration for wide-field-of-view ultrasound imaging.
Wide field of view (WFOV) imaging mode obtains an ultrasound image over an area much larger than the real time window normally available. As the probe is moved over the region of interest, new image frames are combined with prior frames to form a panorama image. Image registration techniques are used to recover the probe motion, eliminating the need for a position sensor. Speckle patterns, which are inherent in ultrasound imaging, change, or become decorrelated, as the scan plane moves, so we pre-smooth the image to reduce the effects of speckle in registration, as well as reducing effects from thermal noise. Because we wish to track the movement of features such as structural boundaries, we use an adaptive mesh over the entire smoothed image to home in on areas with feature. Motion estimation using blocks centered at the individual mesh nodes generates a field of motion vectors. After angular correction of motion vectors, we model the overall movement between frames as a nonrigid deformation. The polygon filling algorithm for precise, persistence-based spatial compounding constructs the final speckle reduced WFOV image.